
SALEHUGE
WINTER

WHITE AND NATURAL
Square gathering height table and 4 chairs. $49999

SOLID WOOD
Gathering height table and 4 chairs. Your extension
stores in the centre and there is storage in the base.

$139999
GREY IS HOT!
3 piece set includes queen head foot and rails. Plus all
accessory pieces are on sale.

$39999
THIS SET HAS IT ALL
Bed has storage, high 3 piece sleigh bed. Cedar lined
drawers and hidden storage.

$129999

VALUE SOFA
Quality and comfort in this condo size sofa with rich
blue/grey fabric.

$49999
CANADIAN MADE SOFA
Tight back, and a three cushion seat with your choice of
colour, choose a matching or contrast chair.

$59999
RECLINE FOR LESS
Comfort has never been so affordable. High back with
comfortable pillow arms. 3 colours.

$79999
RECLINING SECTIONAL
Two recline sectional, in your choice of grey or brown.
Plus power available.

$169999

CANADIAN MADE CHAISE SOFA
Great value in this condo size chaise sofa with reversible
chaise lounge. 5 luxurious colours.

$59999
CANADIAN MADE SECTIONAL
With cuddler on one end and chaise on the other. Reverse
the configuration, and choose from 5 luxurious colours.

$159999
FAMILY ROOM FAVORITE
Chaise sectional in your choice of three colours,
choose the chaise on left or right.

$109999
CANADIAN MADE SECTIONAL
With a chaise lounge on one side and you can reverse
the configuration. Available in 5 luxurious colours.

$159999

CANADIAN
MADE LEATHER

CANADIAN
MADE LEATHER

$99999 $199999
36 MONTHS
NO INTEREST

EQUAL PAYMENTS
FEBRUARY IS A TIME WE PUT IT ALL ON SALE PLUS OFFER EXTRORDINARY 36 MONTHS NO INTEREST EQUAL PAYMENT FINANCING

FREE LEATHER UPGRADE ON ALL PALLISER STATIONARY AND RECLINING FURNITURE

Great
value

100% leather seating, contemporary
sofa with square track arm. Your choice

of black or brown.

100% leather seating reclining sofa.
High back, quality comfort, in your

choice of colour. Power recline available.


